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Anisotropic Magnetoresistance of a Classical Antidot Array
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A periodic array of cylindrical voids, embedded in a thin film ofn-doped GaAs, displays a
pronounced anisotropy of the classical magnetoresistance. For a geometry where the magne
lies in the plane of the film, we observe a characteristic dependence on the angle between curr
magnetic field. This experimental finding provides a first verification of a recently predicted effec
agrees well with theoretical calculations. The observed anisotropy is due to interactions among c
distortions by neighboring voids. [S0031-9007(96)00586-8]

PACS numbers: 73.50.Jt, 81.40.Rs
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The magnetoresistance in simple metals has been
of the fundamental problems of transport for deca
[1]. Much work was devoted to the role of inhom
geneities by investigating, e.g., intentional thickness v
ations of aluminum bars [2] or voids in indium wires [
as model inhomogeneities. Related transport studie
semiconductor materials with periodically varying don
concentration [4] or InSb with a random distribution
needle shaped NiSb inclusions [5] revealed angle de
dent magnetoresistance properties. This is in contra
the resistance of a free electron gas realized, for ex
ple, in the conduction band of Fermi degeneraten-doped
GaAs, which in a nonquantizing magnetic fieldB shows
essentially no dependence onB. A nonvanishing mag
netoresistance will occur when inhomogeneities, suc
insulating inclusions, distort the current flow pattern
the current is “rerouted” around the obstacles. Hence
local current densityJsrd deviates from its mean valu
kJl  V 21

R
V Jsrd dV , taken over the sample volumeV .

Therefore, the presence of insulating inclusions always
creases the total dissipation rate

R
J ? E dV (with E the

local electric field), and consequently also the effective
sistance, above the corresponding values for the hom
neous system [6]. In general, the distortions of the cur
density become stronger with increasingB, which results
in a positive magnetoresistance [7,8].

Here we address the question how mutual (classical
teractions of current distortions from different inclusio
affect the magnetoresistance. For the case of periodi
arranged inclusions, such as spheres or cylinders em
ded in a host material of different conductivity, detail
calculations have been performed [9]. Those have sh
that in the classical conduction regime a distinct anisotr
of the resistance exists with respect to the crystallogra
axes of the lattice of inclusions [10,11]. In this Letter w
provide a first experimental test of the anticipated effe
and also present a simple physical picture of this surpri
phenomenon.
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As host material we chose a 300 nm thick Si-dop
GaAs film grown by molecular beam epitaxy on to
of an undoped bulk GaAs layer and a semi-insulati
GaAs substrate. With respect to the highly conduct
n-doped film, the conductivity of the undoped layer
negligible. At T  90 K, the temperature of the expe
iment, the hostn-GaAs had a carrier density ofns 
1.6 3 1018 cm23 and a mobility ofm  2500 cm2yV s,
corresponding to a mean free pathle of only ø75 nm.
In order to perform four point magnetoresistance me
surements we fabricated a Hall bar mesa, sketched
Fig. 1(b), by means of optical lithography and standa
wet etching. A square array of insulating inclusio
was then introduced by drilling cylindrical holes throug
the 300 nm thick epilayer. These holes, with geom
ric diameters2r of 110, 220, and 260 nm, and a pe
riod of a  500 nm, were created, like antidots, by elec
tron beam lithography and dry-etching techniques [1
However, in contrast with two-dimensional antidot array
here the transport is boththree dimensionaland diffu-
sive (le ø a). Ballistic effects, which are characteristi
of two-dimensional electron-gas-based antidots, are
expected to appear under these conditions. An elec
micrograph of our classical antidot array is displayed
Fig. 1(a).

The samples were mounted into a superconducting m
net system such that the magnetic field was in the pl
of the n-GaAs film. The experimental setup for measu
ing the angular dependence of the resistance is illustra
in Fig. 1(b). In the experiment, the entire Hall bar, an
therefore the applied currentIx  WdkJxl (whereW and
d are width and (effective) film thickness of the sample)
rotatedin situ by an anglea with respect toB. By measur-
ing the voltage dropsVx andVy, the resistance componen
Rxx  VxyIx andRxy  VyyIx were evaluated as a func
tion of a. The resistances are related to the resistivities
the usual relationsRxx  sLyWddrxx and Rxy  rxyyd,
with L the sample length.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 147
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FIG. 1. (a) Electron micrograph of a cleaved GaAs antid
sample with perioda  500 nm. The boundary between th
n-doped 300 nm thick GaAs layer and the undoped GaAs
marked with a dashed line. (b) Schematic experimental se
for the magnetoresistance measurements. A constant curre
1 mA is applied in thex direction. The Hall bar is rotated
in situ with respect to the in-plane magnetic field, while th
resistance tensor componentsRxx and Rxy are measured in
four-terminal geometry. (c)Rxx versus jBj for an antidot
sample with r  130 nm for a  0± and a  90± (solid
lines). Reference data from the unpatterned device are sh
as dash-dotted lines (upper trace:Rxx; lower trace:Rxy). Inset:
Full angular dependence ofRxx andRxy for the antidot sample
at fixed jBj  12 T. All data were taken atT  90 K.

Figure 1(c) displays characteristic data taken from
antidot sample and the corresponding unpatterned re
ence film. As expected,Rxy of the reference sample i
practically zero, whileRxx is finite but independent ofjBj

anda (to less than 1% at 12 T). By contrast, bothRxx and
Rxy of the antidot device show a striking dependence
a andjBj. Rxx exhibits a maximum whenkJxl'B and a
minimum for kJxl k B, while Rxy alternates, having loca
extrema atpy4 and3py4 [see inset of Fig. 1(c)].

On the left hand side of Fig. 2 polar plots summari
the experimental data for three antidot arrays with d
ferent hole diameters. The azimuthal scale correspo
to the anglea while the radial quantity is the norma
ized resistivity changedrxxsjBj, adyr0, shown forjBj 
4, 8, and12 T, corresponding tomjBj  1, 2, 3, respec-
tively. Here,r0 is the zero-field resistivity of each antido
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sample. For all samples, a positive magnetoresistance
be observed, which depends characteristically on the h
diameter. With decreasing antidot diameter the relat
resistance changes become smaller, but more structure
pears in the angular dependence. For the smallest ho
with (geometrical) diameter 110 nm, additional local mi
ima appear around 60± and 120±. The experimental data
are well reproduced by classical calculations, as shown
the right hand side of Fig. 2 and addressed below.

Angular profiles which follow roughly a sin2 a law
(with a the angle betweenkJl and B), as in Fig. 2(e),
have been reported before, e.g., in semiconductor
ers with periodically modulated donor density [4] an
in NiSbyInSb systems [5]. However, the richer angul
structure, as seen in Fig. 2(a), indicates effects that c
not be accounted for by this earlier work. This angu
profile for the sample with the smallest holes is rem
niscent of what is observed in pure metals with a no
compact Fermi surface, like copper [13]. However, wh
the latter is a quantum effect connected with the detai
structure of the Fermi surface, the angular dependenc
Fig. 2(a) reflects a nonisotropic resistivity tensor who
origin is entirely classical. Ideally, this could be seen
an experiment where, contrary to ours, the direction ofkJl
is fixed with respect toB while the antidot lattice is ro-
tated. While this is difficult to implement, it is possibl
to transform the measuredrxx andrxy values into resis-
tivities r' [14] and rk, defined with respect to a coun
terclockwise rotatedx0y0-coordinate system [see Fig. 1(b
and the top of Fig. 3], wherekJl is fixed either perpen-
dicular or parallel toB, respectively. In both the direc
experimental and the transformed representations, the
tidot lattice is inclined bya with respect toB. For a given

FIG. 2. Polar diagrams ofdrxxsjBj, adyr0 for fixed jBj 
4 scirclesd, 8 ssquaresd, and12 T strianglesd, and three differ-
ent lithographic antidot radiir of 55 nm (a), 110 nm (c), and
130 nm (e). The calculated traces are obtained foreffective
radii of 73 nm (b), 180 nm (d), and 215 nm (f); the normalize
effective thickness of the film wasdya  0.45.
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FIG. 3. Polar plots ofdr'sBdyr0 and drksBdyr0 for three
antidot radii at jBj  12 T, i.e., mjBj  3. Experimental
points are shown as open circles, theoretical fits as
lines. The lithographic antidot radii arer  55 nm (a),(b),
110 nm (c),(d), and 130 nm (e),(f). Fit parameters used in
calculations are the same as for Fig. 2. Top: Sketch of
experimentalxy- (left) and rotatedx0y0-coordinate systems. In
experiment, thexy frame (the Hall bar) is rotated with respe
to B while in the transformedx0y0 system only the antido
lattice is rotated bya.

angle a the rotation transformation to obtain̂r0 reads
r̂0  T̂ sadr̂T̂21sad with the transformation matrix ele
ments Txx  Tyy  cosa, Txy  2Tyx  sina and the
measured resistivity componentsrxysad  ryxsad and
rxxsad  ryyspy2 2 ad. We thus obtain the diagona
elementsrk ; r

0
x0x0 andr' ; r

0
y0y0 . The normalized re-

sistivities dr'yr0 and drkyr0, displayed in Figs. 3(a)–
3(f), exhibit a characteristic cross (dr') or cloverleaf
(drk) shape with respect to the lattice axes. Again,
sample with the smallest holes [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] sho
additional angular structure. Note that, even for the sa
ple with the largest hole diameter [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)], t
anisotropy is clearly manifested in this representation
contrast with a random distribution of voids, where bo
r' andrk would beentirely isotropic.

The experimental data in Figs. 3 and 2 are in striki
agreement with calculated traces, which result from a c
l

e
e

s
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-

sical calculation based upon the current continuity eq
tion = ? fŝsrd=fsrdg  0 for the local electric potentia
fsrd, using the local free-electron conductivity tensorŝ.
The detailed technique which was developed for perfo
ing that calculation is described elsewhere [9–11].

In order to compare our data with calculations we ha
to take into account depletion regions at free surfaces
at the doped or undoped GaAs interface, which increase
hole diameters and reduce the film thickness. We estim
a depletion length ofld ø 25 nm around the holes and a
effective GaAs film thickness ofd ø 240 nm. To obtain
best agreement with experiment we had to use effec
radii which, for the larger holes [plots in Figs. 2(c)
2(f) and 3(c)–3(f)], exceed by typically 35% the sum

FIG. 4(color). (a),(b) Calculated current lines in the vicini
of a pair of cylindrical antidots forB'kJl and B k kJl,
corresponding toa  90± and a  0± in the xy-coordinate
system of the experiment. Blue distortions arise solely fr
the blue cylinder, likewise for red. Note that also in (a) t
current lines experience significant shifts along the cylin
axes, clearly visible in the projection plots below. (c),(
Projections of the current vector fields in the symmetry pla
between the blue and red cylinders onto that plane. The
between the vertical dashed lines indicates the projection of
cylinders (above and below) onto the plane. The calculati
were performed formjBj  10.
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lithographic radius andld. This could be due to the gradua
change of the carrier density between the holes in cont
to the hard wall inclusions used in the model.

Some aspects of the detailed calculations can be
sented in a simple picture illustrating how interaction b
tween current distortions generated by neighboring ob
cles leads to the anisotropy. First consider the distor
of a current flow (in thex direction) caused by an isolate
obstacle, e.g., the blue cylinder in Fig. 4(a). Those d
tortions are essentially limited to a slab-shaped volu
of length proportional tomjBj in the direction of6B
[8] (“geometrical shadow” of the cylinder). The “bumps
in the current flow pattern, which have pronounced co
ponents also along the6z directions, lead to enhance
dissipation proportional tojBj if mjBj ¿ 1. Interaction
effects arise when the flow patterns of two adjacent
clusions start to overlap. A significant anisotropy of t
resistance was predicted to appear formjBj . 1 [10,11].

The interaction can be analyzed qualitatively by co
sidering the superposition of distortion patterns from t
isolated obstacles. To that end we show, in Figs. 4(a)
4(b), the current flow around two cylinders forkJl'B and
kJl k B, where the distortion pattern around each cylind
was calculated neglecting the influence of the other. T
orientation of the coordinate system in Fig. 4 correspo
to a  90± (a) anda  0± (b) in the experiment. Note
however, that the figures also representr' (a) andrk (b)
for a  jpy2 with j  0, 1, 2 . . . . In terms of the trans-
formed representation these angles are all equivalent f
square lattice. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the two fl
fields [corresponding to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] project
onto the symmetry plane (perpendicular toB) halfway be-
tween the cylinders. The total in-plane current is obtain
by adding the two vector fields. Clearly, in Fig. 4(c) the
is a perfect reinforcement while in Fig. 4(d) there is
perfect cancellation of the two distortion patterns. T
corresponds, fora  jpy2, to a maximum inr' and a
minimum in rk [15]. When B is tilted away from the
cylinder-axes plane, i.e.,a is changed, the amplification
and cancellation of the current distortions become l
perfect, resulting in a reducedr' and enhancedrk.

For holes with smaller radii, the onset of anisotro
occurs at higherB. On the other hand, for a radius whic
is small compared to the period of the antidot latti
the interference of patterns from nearest neighbors al
additional directions, e.g., the 45± direction (see also top
of Fig. 3) becomes possible. This is due to the fact t
the geometrical shadow can now reach a neighbo
void along the diagonal of the square lattice, if t
diameter of the inclusions is not too large. We therefo
expect to find an additional maximum forr' and a
minimum for rk along the 45± directions [10]. These
150
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features are clearly evident in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
more detailed, quantitative discussion of the interactio
between current distortions from different obstacles a
the local dissipation rate can be found in Refs. [10,16].

Finally, we note that the current distortions arethree di-
mensional. They exhibit a nonvanishing componentalong
the cylinder axes [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. Decreas
the film thickness reduces this component, and hence
anisotropy as well as the magnitude of the magnetore
tance [11]. For a strictly two-dimensional system the
would be no magnetoresistance.
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